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Abstract
Fire refugia – the unburned areas within fire perimeters – are important to the survival of
many taxa through fire events and the revegetation of post-fire landscapes. Previous work has
shown that species use and benefit from small-scale fire refugia (1 m2 to 1000 m2), but our
understanding of where and how fire refugia form is largely limited to the scale of remotely
sensed data (i.e., 900 m2 Landsat pixels). To examine the causes and consequences of small fire
refugia, we field-mapped all unburned patches ≥1 m2 within a contiguous 25.6 ha forest plot that
burned at generally low-to-moderate severity in the 2013 Yosemite Rim Fire, California, USA.
Within the Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot (YFDP), there were 685 unburned patches ≥1 m2,
covering a total unburned area of 12,597 m2 (4.9%). Small refugia occurred in all fire severity
classifications. Random forest models showed that the proportion of unburned area of 100 m2
grid cells corresponded to pre-fire density and basal area of trees, distance to the nearest stream,
and immediate fire mortality, but the relationships were complex and model accuracy was
variable. From a pre-fire population of 34,061 total trees ≥1 cm diameter at breast height (1.37
m; DBH) within the plot (1,330 trees ha-1), trees of all five of the most common species and
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those DBH <30 cm had higher immediate survival rates if their boles were wholly or partially
within an unburned patch (P ≤0.001). Trees 1 cm ≤ DBH <10 that survived were located closer
to the center of the unburned patch than the edge (mean 1.1 m versus 0.6 m; ANOVA; P
≤0.001). Four-year survival rates for trees 1 cm ≤ DBH <10 cm were 58.8% within small refugia
and 2.7% in burned areas (P ≤0.001). Species richness and the Shannon Diversity Index (SDI)
were associated with unburned quadrats in NMDS ordinations 3 years post-fire. Burn
heterogeneity in mixed-conifer forests likely exists at all scales and small refugia contribute to
diversity of forest species and structures. Thus, managers may wish to consider scales from 1-m2
to the landscape when designing fuel reduction prescriptions. The partial predictability of refugia
location suggests that further work may lead to predictive models of refugial presence that have
considerable potential to preserve ecological function or human habitation in fire-frequent
forests.
Graphical Abstract

Keywords: fire heterogeneity; fire mortality; fire severity; Smithsonian ForestGEO; Yosemite
National Park; Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot
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Highlights
•

Small (1 m2 ≤ area ≤ 900 m2) unburned patches occupied 5% of the area burned

•

Areas with all fire severity classifications contained small unburned patches

•

Tree survival was higher when trees were rooted in an unburned patch

•

Small tree survival was higher towards the interior of unburned patches

1. Introduction
Fire is a principal disturbance process in the dry forests of western North America, and
there is widespread evidence that fire activity is increasing (Westerling et al., 2006; Miller and
Safford 2012; Dennison et al., 2014). High severity fires and the total area burned have received
considerable media attention, depicting an overly simplistic view of fire activity that omits
natural variability in fire effects. Within fire perimeters, the distribution of burn severity (i.e., the
degree of environmental change following a fire; Key and Benson 2006; Keeley, 2009) is
heterogeneous. Fire mosaics consist of myriad burn severities, including areas that experienced
little or no burning. A critical outcome of this heterogeneity is the formation of fire refugia—
unburned or lightly burned areas in the burned matrix that are functionally unaltered by fire. Fire
refugia are important but largely understudied landscape components that preserve ecological
function in the immediate aftermath of the fire and may reduce vulnerability to future
disturbance (Meddens et al., 2018b). Scientific understanding is particularly limited in the study
of small-scale fire refugia (1 m2 to 900 m2), which are known to benefit forest organisms
(Robinson et al., 2013), but cannot be reliably detected with most remote-sensing techniques.
Fire refugia influence forest recovery and succession. By buffering lethal temperatures,
refugia facilitate the survival and persistence of many taxa during and after a fire event
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(Gasaway and DuBois 1985; Robinson et al., 2013). Remnant vegetation provides immediate
post-fire habitat for faunal species, expediting recolonization of burned areas (e.g., Banks et al.,
2011). Islands of unburned forest preserve patches of different successional stages (Turner et al.,
1997; Kane et al., 2010), thus increasing overall diversity of habitats and forest structure. Patches
of surviving mature vegetation act as barriers to erosion and influence immediate successional
processes by providing seed sources to repopulate gaps created by the disturbance (Turner et al.,
1998). Fire refugia, therefore, are associated with both immediate and long-term benefits to
forest organisms.
The study of relatively large fire refugia (≥1 ha) has increased in recent decades with the
aid of remote sensing (e.g. Meddens et al., 2016, 2018a). Most recent studies have utilized
satellite-derived indices based on 30 m × 30 m Landsat pixels; the resolution of the Landsat
instrument is well-suited for analysis of landscape-scale patterns and trends in burn severity and
fire size. Fire refugia in this type of study are identified as pixels with an unchanged surface
reflectance between pre- and post-fire scenes, which could include several surface conditions
(e.g., unburned forest, a sub-canopy burn not reflected in the overstory, or a burn followed by
rapid vegetative regrowth; Kolden et al., 2012). Previous work has described the spatial
characteristics and environmental predictors of large fire refugia, as well as differences between
remnant vegetation and the surrounding forest. Kolden et al., (2012) found that characteristics
such as patch size, density, and shape complexity vary with forest type. Other studies have
successfully predicted the presence of large fire refugia based on environmental factors such as
terrain ruggedness, soil moisture, aspect, and slope (Román-Cuesta et al., 2009; Krawchuk et al.;
2016, Haire et al., 2017). Patches of remnant forest and the surrounding matrix of young forest
have exhibited differences in structure, composition, and regeneration (Delong and Kessler
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2000).
Although large fire refugia have been the subject of much interest, small fire refugia have
been less studied. Small fire refugia can be characterized by size or lack of change in vertical
forest strata (or both). Landsat 30-m reflectance data has been the primary source for refugia
classification (e.g. Meddens et al. 2016), but Landsat data can confuse classification of cover and
change at the sub-pixel level due to spectral mixing; a fire refugium that dominates a pixel may
be classified as “unchanged” while a small refugium surrounded by char and ash may be
classified as burned (Kolden and Rogan 2013). Similarly, as spectral indices are predominantly
sensitive to changes in forest canopy cover (McCarley et al. 2017), fire refugia in the understory
or organic soil/duff layers that are obscured by unchanged forest canopy have not yet been
reliably quantified with remote sensing techniques (Kolden et al. 2012), although active remote
sensing approaches, such as multitemporal Lidar acquisitions, may provide feasible highresolution alternatives to Landsat for characterizing fire-induced changes in the vertical strata
(McCarley et al. 2017). The unburned patches examined here meet both of these criteria, but we
characterize them as “small fire refugia” specifically to acknowledge their size of less than 0.09
ha (900 m2; one Landsat pixel) and to contrast them with pixel-based refugia defined by other
studies based on an “unchanged” classification from Landsat data.
Small fire refugia have been exclusively studied in the context of a specific study
organism, involving ground-based measurements of unburned forest floor, and have been shown
to be important mechanisms of survival for both individual species (Brennan et al., 2011;
Robinson et al., 2013; Meddens et al., 2018b) and plant communities (Schwilk and Keeley,
2006; Hylander and Johnson, 2010). Rodent populations have been shown to shift to use small
unburned drainages, possibly to avoid predation (Banks et al., 2011) or to use post-fire areas with
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higher levels of burn heterogeneity, including unburned areas (Roberts et al., 2008). Other
studies have shown that forest-floor-dwelling invertebrates survive fire in unburned patches
(Zaitsev et al., 2014) and that unburned microhabitats near residual trees and other vegetation
correlate positively with beetle diversity (Gandhi et al., 2001). Tree seedlings and saplings can
survive in unburned patches, creating structural diversity that provides more habitat for forest
fauna and increases overall forest resilience to disturbances (North et al., 2009).
There is a considerable knowledge gap in our spatial and predictive understanding of
small fire refugia. It is unknown how the distribution and formation of small fire refugia compare
with studies conducted at a coarser scale, a question relevant to managing forests with fire
refugia—of all scales—in mind. It is important, additionally, to understand the relationship
between small fire refugia and remotely sensed burn severity. Although, spaceborne remote
sensing techniques are unlikely to identify all unburned areas relevant to biota, these methods
may help estimate spatial attributes of small refugia in relation to burn severity.
To examine the causes and consequences of small refugia, we field mapped all unburned
areas ≥1 m2 within a 25.6 ha study area. Our objectives were to: 1) characterize the fine-scale
spatial distribution of unburned patches, including their sizes, distributions, and correlations with
Landsat-derived burn severity; 2) determine the environmental variables predictive of small fire
refugia; and 3) compare vegetation in unburned patches and burned areas, including understory
community composition and post-fire tree survival. We hypothesized that the spatial distribution
of small unburned patches would be aggregated in areas that inhibit fire spread; for example,
riparian areas less likely to burn due to the high soil moisture content (Dwire and Kauffman,
2003). Similarly, if the same processes that drive large fire refugia formation also apply to small
fire refugia, then abiotic factors such as topography and aspect may be predictive of patch
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presence (Krawchuk et al.; 2016, Haire et al., 2017). We expected that small unburned patches
would increase tree survival and have distinct understory communities relative to burned areas.
2. Methods
2.1 Study area
We conducted this study in the Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot (YFDP, 37.77°N,
119.92°W; Lutz et al., 2012), a 25.6 ha plot in the lower-montane forest zone (1774 m to 1911
m) of Yosemite National Park (Yosemite; Fig. 1). The climate at the YFDP is Mediterranean,
characterized by hot, dry summers and cool, wet winters. Between 1981 and 2010 the annual
mean monthly minimum and maximum temperatures were 6 °C and 16 °C respectively; annual
precipitation was 1070 mm with most precipitation falling as snow between December and
March (Lutz et al., 2010; Prism Climate Group 2017). The YFDP is located in primary Abies
concolor-Pinus lambertiana (white fir-sugar pine) forest of the White Fir Superassociation
(Keeler-Wolf et al., 2012), with some trees older than 500 years. The five most abundant tree
species are (in decreasing abundance): Abies concolor (white fir), Pinus lambertiana (sugar
pine), Cornus nuttallii (Pacific dogwood,) Calocedrus decurrens (incense-cedar), and Quercus
kelloggii (California black oak). Plant nomenclature follows Flora of North America (1993+).
2.2 Fire regime
The fire regime in dry mixed-conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada prior to European
settlement was characterized by a mean fire return interval of 11 years (van de Water and
Safford, 2011), consistent with an interval of 10 to 13 years found by Scholl and Taylor (2010)
approximately 10 km north of the YFDP. However, the mean fire return interval in the YFDP
itself was 29.5 years (Barth et al., 2015), possibly due to the northerly aspect of the plot (Lutz et
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al., 2017). The last widespread fire in the YFDP occurred in 1899, followed by a period of fire
exclusion from 1900 to 2012 (Scholl and Taylor 2010, Barth et al., 2015). In Yosemite as a
whole, the reintroduction of fire since the 1970s has resulted in mixed- and high-severity fires
(van Wagtendonk, 2007; van Wagtendonk and Lutz, 2007; Lutz et al., 2009).
The Rim Fire burned 104,131 ha of mostly forested land in August-September 2013
(Kane et al., 2015a; Stavros et al., 2016), including 32,079 ha within Yosemite. The YFDP was
contained entirely within the fire perimeter (Fig. 1). The YFDP burned on September 1st and 2nd
in a management-ignited backfire intended to control the spread of the Rim Fire. The fire was
started 1 km away from the YFDP and unmanaged thereafter, with portions of the plot burning in
a backing fire at night and the rest burning upslope the following day (Lutz et al., 2017). Unlike
portions of the Rim Fire in the Stanislaus National Forest that burned at high severity in plumedominated fire behavior (Lydersen et al., 2014), the YFDP burned at generally low- to moderateseverity (Fig. 1). Pre-fire surface fuel loading was 334.8 Mg ha-1 (Larson et al., 2016), with high
values for litter (63.9 Mg ha-1) and duff (188.8 Mg ha-1). Surface fuel consumption was 95% for
litter, 93% for duff, and 90% for 1-hour fuels (Larson et al., 2016).
2.3 Field methods
The YFDP is a contiguous, rectangular plot comprised of 640, 20 m × 20 m quadrats,
within which all trees ≥1 cm DBH were identified, tagged, and mapped in 2009 and 2010
following the methods of the Smithsonian ForestGEO network (Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2015,
Lutz, 2015). Each tree was revisited annually between 2011 and 2017 and its status tracked (e.g.,
live or dead). In 2010 all shrub species ≥2 m2 at 40% cover were identified and mapped using the
methods of Lutz et al. (2014). In June 2014 (eight months post-fire), we mapped unburned
patches ≥1 m2 in the YFDP. Unburned patches were defined by an intact litter and duff layer (i.e.
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canopy conditions were not evaluated in patch delineation). We mapped the unburned patches as
polygons following the methods of North et al. (2002), by traversing each quadrat to identify
patches. We used ocular estimation to delineate patch vertices in relation to features on field
maps (e.g., trees and quadrat grid corners; Figs. S1 and S2). The unburned patch edges were
measured using meter tapes, and the datasheets included a representation of a 1-m grid to
increase mapping accuracy. Field technicians recorded spatial references to nearby features
which were individually verified during digitization (ArcMap 10.3 georeferencing toolbar; Fig.
S1). The position of nearby trees was recorded as outside, intersecting, or within an unburned
patch.
We established 63, 1-m2 square subplots on a defined grid, 54 of which were burned
(>95% surface fuel consumption). We measured understory vegetation percent cover by species,
seedling abundance, in the early growing season (May, June) and after the growing season
(August-November) in 2015 through 2017. In order to compare vegetation between burned and
unburned areas, in 2016 we installed 40 additional 1-m2 subplots within unburned patches that
ranged in size from 16 m2 to 40 m2. In 2016, we measured litter cover and litter and duff depth in
the center of each of the four sides of the 103 1-m2 subplots; the mean of these measurements
was used in analysis.
2.4 Ancillary data
To calculate burn severity of the Rim Fire, we used Landsat 8/OLI Level 1T surface
reflectance pre-fire (July 14, 2013) and post-fire (July 1, 2014) scenes (path 43 row 34)
downloaded from the Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Center Science
Processing Architecture (ESPA) web portal. We selected the scene pair after examining all
available scenes from the growing seasons of 2013 and 2014 for optimal sun angle, phenology,
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and low cloud cover (Key, 2006). We calculated the differenced normalized burn ratio (dNBR)
according to Key and Benson (2006). We calculated the dNBR offset (following Meddens et al.,
2016) from 780 pixels of unburned forest of the same type located approximately 2 km south of
the YFDP. Categorical burn severity classification was based on dNBR thresholds from Miller
and Thode (2007): unchanged, <41; low, 41-176; moderate, 177-366; high, ≥367. There were
260 contiguous Landsat pixels completely within the boundaries of the YFDP and 336 Landsat
pixels that intersected at least a portion of the area of the YFDP.
2.5 Patch summary statistics
We calculated patch metrics (patch size, patch density, and nearest neighbor) for the total
area occupied by each dNBR burn severity category (unchanged, low, moderate, high), and for
the entire plot. To calculate distance to nearest patch neighbor the unburned polygons were
rasterized using the raster package version 2.6-7 (Hijmans, 2016) in R version 3.4.3 (R Core
Team, 2017). The raster cell size that maintained the same total of unburned polygon units was
0.25-m. The nearest patch neighbor was determined as Euclidean distance from the cell center of
the focal patch to the cell center of the neighboring patch.
2.6 Random forest modeling of the unburned fraction
We used a random forest model (randomForest package version 4.6-12; Liaw and
Wiener, 2002) to determine the environmental variables most predictive of unburned patch
presence and proportion within contiguous 10 m × 10 m grid cells (n=2723). All variables were
calculated at the scale of the 10-m grid, which was oriented with the 2013 USGS 1/3 arc second
(10 m) digital elevation model (DEM). We initially set up the response as the proportion
unburned within a 10 m × 10 m cell, however, the response was heavily weighted with zero
values as the majority of the plot surface burned in the fire (>95%). We therefore used a zero10

inflated model approach involving two steps: 1) a model with a binary response variable
indicating unburned patch presence/absence, and 2) a model consisting of the non-zero
observations with a continuous response variable. At the first step we assessed accuracy metrics
(listed in Table 3) to determine if unburned patch presence could be distinguished from burned
areas. Based on the prediction accuracy we justified proceeding to the second step, in which we
assessed the variables predictive of the proportion unburned. The final random forest regression
model was developed using 500 classification trees.
The predictor variables (Table 1, Table S1) were a combination of abiotic and biotic
factors hypothesized to influence fire behavior based on previous studies at larger spatial scales
(Kane et al., 2013, 2014, 2015b). We calculated the topographic position index (TPI), terrain
ruggedness index (TRI), roughness, and slope using the terrain function in the raster package
(Hijmans, 2016; Wilson et al., 2007). We calculated insolation using the solar radiation toolset in
ArcGIS version 10.3 (ESRI 2011). Distance to water was the minimum Euclidean distance from
each grid cell center to the nearest vernal stream course. Shrub cover was assessed (total cover,
and separated by guild) using polygons and guild classifications from Lutz et al. (2017).
Mortality-based metrics were defined based on pre-fire live trees that died in the first year
following the fire. We first included all predictor variables (Fig. S3), and then developed a final
model with the ten variables with highest importance by iteratively removing variables of lowest
importance (Fig. S4).
2.7 Tree mortality
To analyze the effect of unburned patches on tree survival, we calculated mortality rates
in burned and unburned areas by species and diameter class. Trees were considered to be in an
unburned patch if they were completely within the unburned patch or if their boles intersected
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the perimeter of a patch. We tested for significance (α=0.05) using χ2 tests under the null
hypothesis of equal proportion of mortality in burned and unburned areas and used a Bonferroni
correction to account for multiple tests. We assessed the relationship of immediate post-fire tree
mortality and tree location relative to unburned patch edge. We analyzed trees in unburned
patches and trees within burned areas for both burned and unburned trees. We used ANOVA
(α=0.05) to test the response of distance to patch edge and the two predictors, diameter class and
post-fire status (live, dead). We calculated the distances between features using the gDistance
function in the rgeos package version 0.3-26 (Bivand et al., 2017). We used logistic regression to
predict post-fire status and validated model accuracy using ten-fold cross-validation.
2.8 Understory vegetation
We used non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) to compare understory plant
communities in burned and unburned 1-m2 quadrats in the YFDP. The community matrix
consisted of percent cover data of the species occurring in greater than 5% of the quadrats, with
each species relativized by the column total. The variables in the environmental matrix (Table
S1) were measured while the community data were collected (2016, 2017), except for percent
burned (2015) and litter depth (2016 only). We used the litter depth data in both 2016 and 2017
ordinations under the assumption changes in litter depth between these years was slight. To build
the ordinations we used the metaMDS function in R (vegan package version 2.4-6; Oksanen et
al., 2013), which performed a double Wisconsin standardization and square root transformation
on the community matrix. The final solutions were assembled in two-dimensions (up to threedimensions were considered) using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index, with 100 minimum and
500 maximum random starts. Our results display the species centroids with the 5 largest
correlation coefficients labeled. To examine the correlation between environmental variables and
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measures of species diversity, we used the env.fit function in R (Oksanen et al., 2013) to plot the
significant vectors (α= 0.05) on to the ordination space.
3. Results
3.1 Unburned patch metrics
In the YFDP (25.6 ha), there were 685 unburned patches ≥1 m2, with a total unburned
area of 12,597 m2 (4.9%; Table 2). Mean unburned patch size was 18.4 m2 (SD: 49.4 m2, min: 1
m2, max: 895.6 m2). Patch density varied with burn severity class (Table 2), with the highest
concentration of actual unburned patches in Landsat pixels calculated as unchanged by dNBR
(48.8 patches ha-1). Unburned patch densities were similar in low- and moderate-severity pixels
(27.5 and 26.0 patches ha-1, respectively), with the lowest number of unburned patches in highseverity pixels (11.1 patches ha-1). The average nearest neighbor distance between unburned
patches was 4.3 m for the whole plot, with the shortest nearest neighbor distances occurring
between Landsat unchanged pixels (mean: 1.6 m) and the longest nearest neighbor distances
occurring between high-severity pixels (mean: 6.2 m; Table 2). The actual unburned area within
individual dNBR pixels had a weak negative relationship with dNBR burn severity, whether
considered categorically (Table 2) or continuously (Fig. 2).
3.2 Random forest model
The presence-absence random forest model correctly predicted observed values 73.6% of
the time. The model correctly predicted unburned patch absence (i.e. completely burned areas)
88.7% of the time, compared to 46.3% for unburned patch presence. Of the rows incorrectly
classified by the model (25.6%), 72.2% of these errors were unburned presence observations
incorrectly predicted as absence.
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The presence-only random forest model with a continuous response of proportion
unburned had a mean difference between predicted and observed values of 0.63 (Table 3). The
predictors that contributed the most to increase in mean square error (MSE), a measure of
variable importance to model accuracy, were (in order of importance): distance to stream (m),
mortality basal area (m2 ha-1), basal area (m2 ha-1), density (stems ha-1), mortality density (stems
ha-1) and the Topographic Position Index (Fig. 3). The mean of the predicted values plotted
against the observed values demonstrated the model was best at predicting unburned proportion
from 0% to 35%, and less accurate for predicting larger patches (Fig. 3F).
3.3 Understory tree mortality
Total pre-fire tree density in the unburned areas of the plot was 871 stems ha-1 compared
to 1,359 stems ha-1 in burned areas. Immediate tree mortality rate was 26.7% within unburned
patches and 72.5% in burned areas (Table 4). The greatest difference in tree mortality was in the
1 cm ≤ DBH < 10 cm diameter class, with mortality in burned and unburned areas of 90.5% and
30.6% respectively (χ2 tests, P <0.001). There was no mortality for trees ≥30 cm DBH located
within unburned patches, compared to 11.5% mortality for trees 30 cm ≤ DBH < 60 cm in
burned areas (Table 4). Cornus nutallii was the tree species with the highest proportion of its
population located within unburned patches (15.8%), while Pinus lambertiana had the lowest
proportion represented (1.5%). Differences in mortality rates between burned and unburned areas
by species tended to correspond to the proportion located within unburned patches.
Four years after the fire, trees had markedly higher survival rates in unburned patches for
all species and diameter classes ≤60 cm DBH (Fig. 4). The greatest difference in survival was for
trees 1 cm ≤ DBH <10 cm, where 58.8% survived in unburned patches and 2.7% survived in
burned areas (χ2 tests, P<0.001). Survival rates for trees 60 cm ≤ DBH < 90 cm did not differ
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between unburned and burned areas (66.7% and 62.9%; χ2 tests, P=0.901).
Trees in unburned patches survived at higher rates when they were farther from the patch
edge (mean: 1.1 m, min: 0 m, max: 5.7 m), while trees in unburned patches that died were closer
to the patch edge (mean: 0.6 m, min: 0 m, max: 2.9 m). The position within unburned patches of
trees 1 cm ≤ DBH < 10 cm that survived was farther from the edge than trees that died
(ANOVA, P < 0.001), indicating that buffering from radiant and convective heat was critical to
survival of small-diameter trees. Distance to patch edge did not predict survival for trees 10 cm ≤
DBH < 30 cm (ANOVA, P=0.204) or larger. Trees in burned areas that survived were closer to
unburned patches (mean: 8.6 m, min: 0 m, max: 44.3 m) than trees that died (mean: 11.0 m, min:
0 m, max: 47.6 m), with significant differences (ANOVA, P<0.05) for all diameter classes
except for trees ≥ 90 cm DBH (ANOVA, P=0.643).
3.4 Understory vegetation
The NMDS ordinations showed a modest separation between burned and unburned
quadrats for both years, suggesting these areas contain distinct understory communities (Fig. 5).
The final solutions had a stress of 0.18 for both 2016 and 2017. Six vectors had significant
associations (α = 0.05) with the ordination configuration: percent burned, litter depth, seedling
abundance, percent cover, species richness, and the Shannon Diversity Index (SDI). Most
notably, species richness and SDI were associated with unburned quadrats (richness: r2016= 0.10,
r2017=0.11; SDI: r2016= 0.09, r2017= 0.10), indicating that small refugia include plant communities
with a greater number of species and a more even distribution than those of burned areas. In
addition to the diversity indices, percent cover and litter depth were correlated with unburned
areas (cover: r2016= 0.10, r2017=0.04; litter depth: r2016= 0.09, r2017=0.10), suggesting either that
small fire refugia are places with high vegetative cover, or that recolonization of burned areas 3
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to 4 years after fire does not match the cover observed in unburned areas. Seedling abundance
was negatively correlated with unburned plots in 2017 (r= 0.06), likely because the litter layer
acts as a barrier for the anchoring of seedling roots. Species composition in the burned plots was
more similar to that of the unburned plots in 2017 relative to 2016, suggesting that understory
recolonization four years post-fire homogenizes these two areas.
Despite community differences visible in the NMDS ordinations, mean quadrat summary
metrics for all understory species (including rare species) did not differ significantly in burned
and unburned areas (Table S2). Mean cover in unburned quadrats was 21.8% (SD: 22.2%, min:
0%, max: 150.8%); compared to 13.1% in burned quadrats (SD: 22.4%, min: 0%, max: 104.5%;
Table S2; P=0.121). Average seedling abundance was 6 m-2 in burned quadrats and 2 m-2 in
unburned quadrats (P= 0.180). Species richness in unburned quadrats was 6.4 m-2 (min: 0 m-2,
max: 15 m-2) and 3.2 m-2 in burned quadrats (min: 0 m-2, max: 12 m-2), but the differences were
not significant (P=0.266).
4. Discussion
4.1 Characteristics of small fire refugia
Small fire refugia (1 m2 to 900 m2) were abundant throughout the study area in this lowto moderate-severity fire. The fire traversed the entire plot, with the exception of approximately
5% of the forest surface. Refugia occurred in all landscape positions and dNBR burn severity
classes; it is important to note, however, that pixels classified as unchanged or high severity were
very limited in the study area.
Although small fire refugia were present within pixels of all dNBR severities, they were
fewer and farther apart with increasing dNBR. We posit that this pattern is influenced by soil,
fuel continuity, and litter moisture (Wohlgemuth et al., 2006). Environments that tend to burn at
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moderate or high severity, such as steep, rocky areas, may exhibit reduced fuel continuity
because of the rocky matrix and low productivity (Kolden et al., 2017). Low fuel continuity
could lead some areas to remain unburned despite high flame heights associated with steep
slopes. In low burn severity environments, such as drainages and riparian areas, high litter
moisture and cold air pooling inhibit fire spread, possibly leading to more abundant and less
dispersed unburned patches (Dwire and Kauffman, 2003).
Individual unburned patch area showed no relationship with dNBR as a continuous
metric (Fig. 2), suggesting that burn severity may be entirely unrelated to unburned patch size
and that many conditions associated with both high and low dNBR can give rise to small
unburned patches. Stochasticity in fire behavior, such as a change in wind direction or relative
humidity, may give rise to small skips in the burning of surface fuels (irrespective of burn
severity). However, refugial patches were closer together in low severity pixels and farther apart
in areas of high burn severity. While burn severity may not control patch size, the results suggest
that burn severity potentially influences patch density and proportion of area unburned,
consistent with prior studies (Kolden et al. 2015).
4.2 Limitations of dNBR
Our results highlight a consequence of the limited spatial resolution of Landsat-derived
dNBR—small fire refugia cannot be reliably detected. Pixels with an unchanged surface
reflectance at 30 m × 30 m grain occupied 0.9% of the YFDP, much lower than the 4.9%
unburned surface layer determined by field observations. This is not surprising—dNBR values
primarily exhibit overstory changes because differenced Landsat scenes cannot detect surface
burning when masked by the canopy (Kolden et al., 2012).
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The spatial resolution of dNBR is an important consideration in the interpretation of our
results regarding unburned patch distribution in relation to fire severity classifications. Landsatderived pixels represent an average of spectral changes over a 900 m2 area, thus dNBR values
may not accurately reflect overstory conditions most proximate to field-mapped unburned
patches. Areas classified as moderate burn severity, for example, could be largely unburned but
contain a high severity patch in a fraction of the pixel.
4.3 Predicting small refugia
Inaccuracies in our presence-absence random forest model may be due to the presence of
different types of small fire refugia in our dataset. Fire refugia include those that are persistent or
ephemeral (sensu Meddens et al., 2018b). Predictive models might reach a high level of accuracy
for persistent refugia that are controlled primarily by their landscape position or surrounding
vegetation, but it may be difficult to model ephemeral refugia, where the locations are controlled
by the vagaries of fire progression, in anything other than a probabilistic sense. The relative
proportion of persistent and ephemeral refugia on the landscape remains an open area of
research.
In a separate analysis of the cells our presence-absence model could accurately predict,
we found that the proportion of likely persistent refugia (sensu Meddens et al., 2018b) is
considerable, and can be modeled with physiologically plausible predictors (i.e., distance to
streams, proximate tree density and basal area, proximate tree mortality, and topographic
position). A distance of 11 m from the nearest stream maximized the unburned proportion, and
interestingly, the unburned proportion increased slightly from stream distances of 100 m to 300
m, suggesting that the distribution of refugia responds to multiple factors (Fig. 3A). The
unburned proportion was highest in areas with the lowest mortality by basal area, a measure of
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burn severity (Fig. 3B). Low basal area, which is often associated with low productivity areas,
was also correlated with high unburned proportion (Fig. 3C). Refugia occurred in areas of both
high and low stem densities (Fig. 3D), likely a reflection of the high stem densities of riparian
species (i.e., Cornus sericea and Cornus nuttallii) and the low fuel continuity associated with
low stem densities (Fig. 3D). Topographic Position Index had less explanatory power, but
indicated unburned proportion was slightly higher in concave lower slopes and convex upper
slopes (Fig. 3E).
Data limitations likely contributed to model inaccuracies in predicting small fire refugia
presence. Following the abstraction of the fire behavior triangle (fuels, weather, topography), our
set of predictors was incomplete. Topography was approximated through DEM-derived indices
and their predictive ability was less than vegetation-related predictors. Our measures of fuel
loading and consumption were indirect, as we used proxies known to contribute to the litter and
duff layer (e.g., nearby tree density and basal area) or to represent fire intensity (e.g., local tree
mortality). We had no measurements of fine-scale fire weather (but see Lutz et al., 2017). There
was also a scale problem, wherein our predictive data did not necessarily match the spatial scale
of the refugia we delineated, which influences model predictive power (Birch et al., 2015).
4.4 Impact of small refugia on tree mortality and survival
Despite our definition of refugia as entirely unburned at the surface, tree mortality still
occurred in unburned areas. Our field measurements of unburned patches considered only the
forest floor and root crowns when classifying an area as either burned or unburned. Radiant and
convective heat from the flames, however, was often lethal for sub-canopy foliage, and many
trees located within unburned patches experienced crown scorch despite having an intact litter
layer. Overall, however, small refugia were a significant source of tree survival for all species
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and diameter classes <60 cm DBH and these higher survival rates persisted for at least four
years. The deciduous species Quercus kelloggii and Cornus nuttallii were more susceptible to
bole scorch mortality due to their thinner bark, and consequently these species experienced the
greatest increases in survival when located in small refugia. Trees positioned deeper within
unburned patches had higher survival rates, likely due to heat buffering resulting in sub-lethal
fire heating (i.e., Smith et al., 2016b, 2017).
Small-diameter trees disproportionally benefited from the heat buffering effects of small
refugia. After a century of fire suppression, which resulted in increased tree densities and high
ground fuel accumulations, even low- to moderate-severity surface fires can be fatal to most subcanopy trees while larger and older trees survive (Larson et al. 2015). Small refugia may be
important determinants of the trees that eventually recruit into the canopy; trees <10 cm DBH
that escape fire by virtue of being in refugia may be large enough to survive the next fire, even if
that subsequent fire burns near them (Becker and Lutz 2016). By preserving a population of
advanced regeneration, small refugia may be a means through which forests maintain structural
diversity (Lutz et al. 2018).
4.5 Understory vegetation in burned and unburned areas
Small fire refugia appear to host more diverse understory plant communities relative to
burned areas 3 and 4 years post-fire (Fig. 5). Burned areas were dominated by colonizing species
or in some cases, lacked any vegetative regrowth, while unburned areas likely maintained prefire species composition. We draw two conclusions from the higher understory plant diversity
found in unburned areas. First, places where small fire refugia form may host different and/or
more diverse understory communities than areas that burned. Alternatively, the same understory
communities may have been prevalent throughout burned and unburned areas, and those
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surviving in small fire refugia represent starting points for post-fire recolonization of burned
areas. In either case, refugial areas may be a mechanism by which forests maintain biodiversity
across periods of disturbance.
4.6 Scale
The fine-scale resolution and spatial extent of this dataset allows us to address whether
spatial patterns of fire refugia are maintained across scales (i.e., Lutz et al., 2018a). Previous
work has examined fire refugia primarily at the landscape scale, for which the smallest unit of
measure is a 900 m2 Landsat pixel. Kolden et al., (2012) and Kolden et al., (2015) reported the
average unburned proportion in Yosemite National Park at 20% to 25%, much higher than the
5% unburned area found in this study. Moreover, the fire in the YFDP had a substantial lowseverity component (44.8%); based on the results of Kolden et al. (2012) we would expect a
higher proportion of unburned area following lower severity fire. Several conditions could
explain these incongruities. First, these results suggest that—at least for low- to moderateseverity fire—landscape-scale factors that give rise to large fire refugia (e.g. aspect, topography,
burn history) may not apply at fine scales. Second, the methods associated with measuring small
vs. large fire refugia are based on different definitions of unburned refugia. Whereas we
delineated unburned patches based on the presence of an intact litter and duff layer, unchanged
dNBR pixels could represent several ground conditions, including unburned forest; an
undetectable low-severity burn; or regrown vegetation with an identical spectral signal to that of
the pre-fire scene (Kolden et al., 2012). Given the possible surface conditions that large fire
refugia could represent, it is not surprising that the unburned proportion differs between large
and small scales.
5. Conclusions and Management Implications
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The portion of the Rim Fire that was burned by the management-ignited backfire was
broadly consistent in terms of mean severity and pattern with recent fires in Yosemite that have
been allowed to burn (van Wagtendonk and Lutz 2007, Lutz et al. 2011, Thode et al. 2011)
suggesting that the density of small refugia found here (26.7 ha-1) is representative of
characteristic fire behavior, at least on north-facing slopes within the Abies concolor
superassociation where Landsat-derived fire severity was low to moderate. In contrast, many
prescribed fires ignited to reduce fuels would be expected to leave far fewer small refugia
because a specific operational objective is to burn essentially the entire forest floor. Frequentfire forests of the Sierra Nevada are renowned for their vascular plant species diversity and their
structural heterogeneity (Lutz et al. 2013, 2018b), which is at least partially due to heterogeneity
in fire effects and behavior (Kane et al., 2015a). We show that the small fire refugia observed
after a low- to moderate-severity fire were associated with more diverse understory plant
communities and may contribute to structural diversity through increased survival of smalldiameter trees relative to burned areas. To preserve these outcomes, managers conducting
prescribed fires as fuel reduction treatments may wish to consider allowing some unburned
patches to remain within treatment areas. Uniformly burning all surface area within a treatment
block is uncharacteristic of the contemporary, unmanaged fire regime in these forests, and may
stall elements of post-fire development. Fire heterogeneity in Sierra Nevada forests is likely
present at all spatial scales, and therefore managers may wish to consider all scales from 1-m2 to
the landscape.
Better knowledge of refugia may also help create fire-resilient communities (sensu Smith
et al., 2016a). The predictability of refugia location (albeit with limited skill) suggests that
further research may lead to predictive models of refugial presence that have considerable
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potential to preserve ecological function or human habitation in frequent-fire forests. If
characteristics associated with refugia can be better identified, these characteristics (to the extent
that they are biotic in nature) can be modified by planting tree species that are associated with
less intense fire behavior (e.g., Fechner and Barrows, 1976) or thinning to help protect areas of
ecological or anthropogenic importance.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1
Model predictors used to predict the presence and proportion of unburned areas. The predictor
variables were derived from the US Geological Survey 1/3 arc-second (10 m) digital elevation
model (DEM), the National Hydrological Database (NHD), Landsat 8, and the Yosemite Forest
Dynamics Plot (YFDP) tree and mortality data. The satellite-derived burn severity index used
was the differenced normalized burn ratio (dNBR). Shrub cover was separated by species into
three guilds: montane, generalist, and riparian according to the classifications of Lutz et al.,
(2017). The descriptions for the terrain variables (roughness, topographic position, and
topographic ruggedness) are based on descriptions from Hijmans 2016.
Variable Name
Abiotic factors
Distance to water
Roughness
Slope
Solar incidence
Topographic position
Topographic ruggedness
Biotic factors
Basal area

Variable description
Minimum distance from unburned patch
centroid to water source
The difference between the range of a cell and
its surrounding cells
Steepness of landscape
Total amount of solar energy hitting a pixel
surface on the day of the fire
The difference between a focal cell and the
mean of the surrounding cells
The mean of the absolute differences of a
focal cell and the surrounding cells

Units

Source

Meters

NHD

Relative
index
Degrees
W/m2
Relative
index
Relative
index

DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM
DEM

Area occupied by tree stems
Satellite-derived index of environmental
change caused by fire
Proportion of basal area that experienced
immediate fire-related mortality
Proportion of live trees that experienced
immediate fire-related mortality

m2 ha-1
Relative
index

YFDP

Percent

YFDP

Percent

YFDP

Shrub cover

Cover occupied by shrub species (all guilds)

m2

Shrub cover by guild

Shrub cover separated into guilds: generalist,
montane, and riparian

m2

Lutz et
al. 2017
Lutz et
al. 2017

Tree density
Tree density (1 to 10 cm)
Tree density (10 to 30 cm)
Tree density (30 to 60 cm)
Tree density (60 to 90 cm)
Tree density (≥ 90 cm)

Number of tree stems
Number of tree stems 1 cm ≤ DBH < 10 cm
Number of tree stems 10 cm ≤ DBH < 30 cm
Number of tree stems 30 cm ≤ DBH < 60 cm
Number of tree stems 60 cm ≤ DBH < 90 cm
Number of tree stems DBH ≥ 90 cm

stems ha-1
stems ha-1
stems ha-1
stems ha-1
stems ha-1
stems ha-1

dNBR
Mortality basal area
Mortality tree density

11

29

Landsat

YFDP
YFDP
YFDP
YFDP
YFDP
YFDP

12
13
14
15
16
17

Table 2
Spatial attributes of small fire refugia in the Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot (YFDP),
categorized by differenced Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR) severity classes. Burn severity
classifications follow Miller and Thode (2007): unchanged, < 41; low, 41-176; moderate, 176366; high, ≥ 367. The nearest neighbor metric is the mean of the nearest neighbor distances for
each burn severity class.
Burn
Unburned Prop.
Prop. Unburned Density
severity
area YFDP unburned
patches (patches
(dNBR)
(m2)
(%)
(%)
(n)
ha-1)
Unchanged
339.1
0.9
15.0
11
48.8
Low
6,756.3
44.8
5.9
316
27.5
Moderate
5,419.9
53.2
4.0
355
26.0
High
81.3
1.1
3.0
3
11.1
Total YFDP 12,596.6 100.0
4.9
685
26.7

18

30

Mean Patch Nearest
size
SD neighbor
(m2) (m2)
(m)
30.8 39.0
1.6
21.4 61.0
4.4
15.3 36.7
4.3
27.1 41.1
6.2
18.4 49.5
4.3

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Table 3
Accuracy statistics for the two random forest classification models: out of bag (OOB) error rate
(a measure of overall percent incorrectly classified), sensitivity (the true positive rate), specificity
(the true negative rate), and area under curve (AUC; a threshold-independent metric that
combines sensitivity and specificity). Accuracy measures for the random forest regression model
predicting the non-zero unburned proportion: Variation explained (%), mean difference between
predicted and observed values, root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and
the difference between RMSE and MAE.
Presence-absence model with binary response
OOB Error Sensitivity Specificity
AUC
25.6
0.89
0.46
0.76
Presence-only model with continuous response
Var.
Mean
RMSE
MAE
explained difference
30.4
0.63
17.3
13.1
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30
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Table 4
Abundances and immediate (2014) mortality rates of all trees in the Yosemite Forest Dynamics
Plot during the Rim fire (2013). Trees were categorized based on whether their bole was wholly
or partially in an unburned patch ≥1 m2 (unburned) or not (burned). Mortality rates for trees
within unburned patches were lower for the five most abundant species and the two smallest
diameter classes (χ2 tests with a Bonferroni correction, modified α=0.01; P <0.001 for all).
Significant differences indicated in bold.
Pre-fire live tree abundance
Entire Unburned Burned
plot
areas
areas
(n)
(n)
(n)
Species
Abies concolor
23999
Pinus lambertiana
4616
Cornus nuttallii
2701
Calocedrus decurrens
1635
Quercus kelloggii
1110
Diameter class
1 cm ≤ DBH < 10 cm 21226
10 cm ≤ DBH < 30 cm 9415
30 cm ≤ DBH < 60 cm 2293
60 cm ≤ DBH < 90 cm
690
DBH ≥ 90 cm
621
Total
34061

Post-fire mortality rates
Entire Unburned Burned
plot
areas
areas
(%)
(%)
(%)

473
67
428
49
63

23526
4549
2273
1586
1047

72.5
63.7
77.1
63.9
63.2

29.2
35.8
23.4
24.5
14.3

73.3
64.1
87.2
65.1
66.1

890
195
10
3
0
1080

20336
9220
2283
687
621
32981

90.5
50.9
11.5
3.3
4.0
71.0

30.6
10.8
0.0
0.0
NA
26.7

93.1
51.8
11.5
3.3
4.0
72.5
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Fig. 1. Location of the Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot (C) within Yosemite National Park (B),
California (A). The footprint of the Rim Fire of 2013 had large contiguous portions that burned
at high-severity (B), but within the YFDP, the Rim Fire burned at low- to moderate-severity (C).
There were 260 Landsat pixels completely within the YFDP and 336 pixels that intersected the
YFDP (C). Small fire refugia (≥1 m2) were present in all burn severity classes (black shading
within C). Differenced Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR) categorical classifications follow Miller
and Thode (2007): unchanged, < 41; low, 41-176; moderate, 176-366; high, ≥ 367.
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Fig. 2. Differenced Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR) pixel values for the Yosemite Forest
Dynamics Plot and the proportion of each pixel’s ground surface that was observed as unburned
(A). There was no relationship between the log-transformed unburned patch area and the
associated dNBR values (B), suggesting factors other than satellite-derived burn severity control
the size of small refugia. The dNBR severity classifications follow Miller and Thode (2007):
unchanged, < 41; low, 41-176; moderate, 176-366; high, ≥ 367.
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Fig. 3. Partial dependence plots of random forest model variables, listed in order of variable
importance: distance to stream (A), local tree mortality as measured by basal area (B), pre-fire
tree basal area (C), pre-fire tree density (D), and topographic position index (E). Panel F depicts
a measure of model accuracy in aggregate: the mean of the predicted dependence variable plotted
against the observed response in bins (rounded to the nearest whole number). The blue line
represents the smoothed linear model of the mean predicted versus observed values with a 95%
confidence interval. The red line is a linear visual aid to contrast with the slope of the plotted
values. In all plots, dashed vertical lines indicate inflection points.
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Fig. 4. Tree survival rates in the Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot from 2014 – 2017. Trees of the
five most abundant species (Abies concolor, Calocedrus decurrens, Cornus nuttallii, Pinus
lambertiana, Quercus kelloggii) had higher survival rates if their boles were in unburned patches
(A) compared to areas with burned substrate (B). Trees ≤ 30 cm DBH had higher survival rates
in unburned (C) versus burned (D) patches. Survival of trees > 30 cm DBH did not differ
between burned and unburned substrate.
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Fig. 5. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination showing understory vegetation
community differences in the Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot (YFDP) 3 and 4 years following
the 2013 Yosemite Rim fire. Vegetation was measured in 1-m2 quadrats in burned (represented
by red circles) and unburned (represented by green circles) areas. Species centroids are
represented by black triangles, wherein the species with the 5 largest correlation coefficients are
labeled. ADBI= Adenocaulon bicolor; CAREX= Carex spp.; FUHY= Funaria hygrometrica;
GABO= Galium bolanderi; PSSI= Pseudostellaria sierra; SYMO= Symphoricarpos mollis.
Environmental variables with significant associations (P ≤ 0.05) are represented by blue arrows.
Burn= percent of 1-m2 quadrat that burned; Cover= percent vegetative cover; Litter= depth (cm)
of the litter layer; Richness= number of species observed at a quadrat; SDI= the Shannon
Diversity Index; Seedlings= seedling abundance.
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Table S1.
Summary statistics for environmental variables used in non-metric multidimensional scaling
(NMDS) ordinations and random forest models. The variables used to construct the NMDS
environmental matrix were measured at the 1-m scale. Vegetation cover was measured by
species, therefore some quadrat values exceed 100%. The random forest model variables were
calculated at the 10-m scale.
Mean

Min

Max

STD

16.5
2.1
57.6
4.3
0.8
4.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

150.8
13.0
100.0
52.0
2.0
15.0

22.6
2.0
48.2
7.4
0.7
3.4

Random forest model variables (10-m scale)
Basal area (m2 ha-1)
84.0
Distance to water (m)
88.4
dNBR (index)
189.6
Mortality basal area (m2 ha-1)
8.3
Mortality tree density (stems ha-1)
952.2
Proportion unburned (%)
5.0
Roughness (index)
7.9
Shrub cover (%)
13.7
Shrub cover, generalist (%)
4.8
Shrub cover, montane (%)
6.1
Shrub cover, riparian (%)
2.8
Slope (degrees)
18.0
Solar incidence (W/m2)
4512.9
Topographic position (index)
0.0
Topographic ruggedness (index)
2.4
Tree density (stems ha-1)
1514.0
Tree density, 1 to 10 cm (stems ha-1)
878.6
-1
Tree density, 10 to 30 cm (stems ha )
455.6
Tree density, 30 to 60 cm (stems ha-1)
109.9
-1
Tree density, 60 to 90 cm (stems ha )
34.7
Tree density, ≥ 90 cm (stems ha-1)
35.5

0.0
0.0
7.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.2
3430.7
-1.5
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

774.4
260.7
428.0
355.1
5762.0
100.0
21.3
183.7
81.0
95.5
176.1
44.8
5538.3
2.0
7.4
7313.0
6759.0
2327.0
886.0
554.0
443.0

83.1
64.1
68.7
17.0
794.7
12.2
2.3
22.6
11.1
14.3
14.8
4.6
287.4
0.3
0.7
953.5
788.9
364.1
128.4
67.3
63.7

NMDS environmental variables (1-m scale)
Cover (%)
Litter depth (cm)
Proportion burned (%)
Seedling abundance
SDI
Species richness
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Table S2.
Summary of vegetation cover (by species; total can be over 100%), mean seedling abundance per
quadrat, and species richness for burned and unburned understory 1-m2 quadrats measured in
2016.
Early season
Burned Unburned
Vegetation cover (%)
Mean
Min
Max
Std
Seedlings
Mean abundance
Species richness
Mean
Min
Max
Std

Late season
Burned Unburned

Overall
Burned Unburned

11.8
0
112.7
19.7

21.4
0
86.8
21.5

14.5
0
150.8
24.9

22.1
0
104.5
23.2

13.1
0
150.8
22.4

21.8
0
104.5
22.2

6.1

2.1

5.8

2.1

6.0

2.1

3.2
0
12.0
3 .1

6.2
1.0
15.0
3.6

3.2
0
12.0
3.1

6.6
0
15.0
3.7

3.2
0
12.0
3.1

6.4
0
15.0
3.6
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Figure S1. A portion of a datasheet used to map unburned patches in the Yosemite Forest
Dynamics Plot. Ocular estimation was used to delineate unburned patch vertices in relation to
features on stem map (e.g. trees, grid corners). The unburned patches were measured using meter
tapes and the datasheets included a 1-m grid to increase mapping accuracy. Nearby trees were
traversed to confirm their position as either outside, intersecting, or within an unburned patch.
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Figure S2. The Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot (YFDP) in November, 2013, two months after
the Rim Fire. Unburned patches were delineated from burned areas based on the presence of ash
or charcoal on the forest floor or on adjacent stems, and inspection of the substrate for intact
litter and duff. Photo credit: James A. Lutz.
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Figure S3. Variable importance graphs for the randomForest regression model predicting the
response of proportion unburned. The metric %IncMSE calculates the mean decrease in
prediction accuracy for each variable when it is removed from the model, with larger values
indicating greater variable importance. IncNodePurity is a measure by which each variable
contributes to higher node purities.
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Figure S4. Variable importance graphs for the top 10 variables in the randomForest presenceonly model predicting the response of proportion unburned.
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